1. A plan operator in a typical AI planner is to carry out an action whereas that in a text planner is to inform rhetorical relations among the actions and objects.
1. A plan operator in a typical AI planner is to carry out an action whereas that in a text planner is to inform rhetorical relations among the actions and objects.
2. A goal (or intention) in an AI planner is to change the state of the world whereas that in a text planner is to change the mental state of the hearer.
More precisely, I was led to believe in the analogy between an text planning and a typical AI planning task as shown in Table 1 .
Intentions are goals of the text planner that can be realized by planning a text in terms of the rhetorical relations. Thus, the role of the rhetorical relations is to manipulate the mental objects in the mind of the hearer by creating or altering the relations among them.
With this analogy, I view rhetorical relations as realization of intentions. Furthermore, this analogy leads me to believe that rhetorical relations should be as numerous and varied as there are relations among actions and objects in the domain. This view seems to be in conflict with Dale's view (in this proceedings) This analogy is in line with Traum's position of viewing rhetorical relation as speech acts or actions in general (in this proceedings). In particular, this view agrees with his point that a relation can be planned, performed, and recognized. Since actions are unbounded so should be the relations, which concurs with his criticism that it is meaningless to find the boundary for the right set of rhetorical relations.
Traum, however, tends to emphasize the importance of intentions so much as to indicate that the role of rhetorical relations is only secondary and may not even be necessary in communicating intentions. Very often (especially in casual conversation), rhetorical relations are implied and thus hidden from the surface form (e.g. (2a) and (2b) in Traum's) . However, it is clear that a coherent text is structured with some meaningful rhetorical relations among its segments. Therefore, without identifying those relations (hidden or otherwise) planned by the speaker, we cannot say that the hearer understood the speaker. Thus, I take the position that in both text planning and recognition, rhetorical relations play a primary role in communicating intentions.
2.
Need for Domain-Dependent Rhetorical Relations
Typical AI planner represents actions and objects in a hierarchical knowledge base where both domain-dependent and domain-independent concepts are represented. Hence, it is possible to plan at abstract level and generate plans in terms of the abstract plan operators. Similarly, rhetorical relations and intentions in text planning may include domain-independent types as well as domain-dependent ones. In TEXT, a domain-independent rhetorical predicate of a schema is implemented with a detailed predicate function that contains directions to search through the knowledge base to retrieve the domain-dependent relations. Unfortunately, this makes it hard to write new schemas. Hovy's RST plan operators, on the other hand, are easier to write because no domain-dependent plan operators need to be implemented. However, the burden is swifted to the text structuring process where selected pool of propositions must be interpreated and matched to some RST plan operators. This necessitates the encoding of knowledge that maps a domain specific proposition to a domain-independent rhetorical relation which in my opinion is as hard as writing domain-dependent RST relations. Unlike Hovy's, Moore's plan operators contain intentional goals which make it possible to generate structured network of RST relations using hierarchical planning. However, an instantiated domain-independent relation typically does not capture the specific relations of the instantiated information. For example, the plan operator PERSUADE-USER-TO-DO-ACT will be instantiated to (PERSUADED ?user (GOAL ?user (DO ?user ?act))) but same strategy will be used to persuade an ?user to do an ?act regardless of who the ?user or what the ?act might be. In reality, different persuading strategy might be needed for persuading John to replace SETQ to SETF and persuading John to jump off from an airplane.
To solve this problem, Elhadad takes another extreme approach and introduces RST-like plan operators called topoi [Elh92] . Topoi are functionally equivalent to Moore's RST plan operators except that they are completely domain-dependent plan operators. The main advantages of using all domain-dependent rhetorical relations in text planning is that one does not need to struggle with naming and matching a specific relation to a generic level relation (like Evidence and Justifications) while still being able to build a text structure that reflects the rhetorical structure among the discourse units. The disadvantage is that the recursively embedded structural relations that are captured by RST relations among the various levels of discourse units can not be captured by topoi. As far as text planning is concerned, however, that doesn't seem like a disadvantage because such an information is not necessary for generating coherent text nor for responding to follow-up questions. Also, coherence of a text seems to depend more on the underlying domain plans than on the abstract rhetorical relations.
Where Are the Domain-Dependent Rhetorical Relations?
These observations lead me to conclude that the types of rhetorical relations and intentions that are most useful for text planning are those that are needed by the text planner the most, and it seems that the most needed rhetorical relations are the domain-dependent relations that capture the specific relations between the two discourse units. How then do we collect these domain-dependent rhetorical relations? My research is to collect these domain-dependent relations from a multi-agent pro-gramming environment [KP88] and make them available to different kind of text planners that use them to generate explanations to the agents in that environment. From this domain, I have learned two things. One is that the domain-dependent relations have to be collected from a hybrid sources including rules in expert system, constraints in a scheduler, programs, and variables in the programs. The other observation is that one planning method is not sufficient to handle the various text planning tasks. Therefore, my system allows both the application programs and the users to define domain-dependent rhetorical relations and strategies to generate explanation for those relations. Depending on the nature of planning task, one planning method might be better suited than another. Thus, my system has the flexibility to choose among the different planning strategies. So far, domain-dependent rhetorical relations have been sufficient for this text planning needs.
